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Figures

Patent documents 70 million

Patent collections 53

- National 49

- Regional 3

- International (PCT) 1

Cost None!



Features

Flexible interfaces

Powerful translation

Rapid data analysis

Extensive data export

Customizable options



Search interfaces

Simple

Advanced Search

Field Combination

Cross Lingual Expansion



Search interfaces



Translation



Translation

WIPO Translate

WIPO Pearl

Google Translate

Bing Translate

Baidu Translate



WIPO Translate

Based on patent documentation  Accurate

Administered by WIPO  Secure



WIPO Pearl

Translate scientific and technical terms



Results analysis



Results analysis



Results analysis



Results analysis



Customizable options



PATENTSCOPE Accounts



PATENTSCOPE Accounts

Save customization options

View and save session queries

Export data

Chemical structure search



View query history, save customization



Save queries, export results



Save and export

Save query

Export 100 results (with detailed data)

Export 10,000 results (with limited data)



Chemical structure search



Chemical structure search interface



PATENTSCOPE: Tutorials

Introduction

Browsing

Interfaces

Results



Scenario

A researcher at a systems 
development laboratory is 
considering a direction for her 
research into adaptive control 
systems.



Scenario

Your task is to determine:

which technologies already exist in this area

which organizations or individuals are particularly 
active in this area (in terms of patenting)



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



WIPO homepage

http://www.wipo.int



WIPO homepage



WIPO homepage: PATENTSCOPE



WIPO PATENTSCOPE



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the scientist up-to-date on new patent documents



Search interfaces



Search interface: CLIR



CLIR



CLIR: Automatic mode

 Query language is the language in which your query is entered



Automatic mode: Query and results



CLIR: Synonyms and variants

Original language

adaptive control system  adaptive regulating system, …

Other languages

adaptive control system  système de régulation adaptatif, …

 Chinese, English, French, German, Japanese, Korean, 
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, 
Italian, Swedish



Automatic mode: Query and results

 Stemming includes, e.g. plural forms



Results



Automatic mode: Query and results



Automatic mode: Query and results



CLIR: Automatic mode



CLIR: Supervised mode



CLIR: Supervised mode



Supervised mode: Domain selection

 automatic domain detection



Supervised mode: Domain selection



Supervised mode: Variant selection



Supervised mode: Variant selection



Supervised mode: Field and distance 
selection



Supervised mode: Field and distance 
selection



Supervised mode: Field and distance 
selection



Supervised mode: Query and results



Results



Machine translation



Machine translation



Machine translation



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Results



Results: Analysis



International Patent Classification (IPC)



IPC search



Classification view



Supervised mode: Query and results



Supervised mode: Query and results



Interfaces: Simple search



Interfaces: Simple search



Simple search: IPC



Simple search: Query and results



Scenario: A twist

The researcher contacts you again: She tells you that 
she is actually most interested in adaptive control 
systems adapted for the oil industry.



Classification: G05B 13/00

 No classification available for “Adaptive 
control systems … oil industry"



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

keywords and classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Simple search: Query and results



Interfaces: Field combination



Field combination: Query



Field combination: Query and results



Field combination: Query and results



Interfaces: Advanced search



Advanced search interface: Field codes

International classification

English title

English abstract

English claims

 IC:(…)

 EN_TI:(…)

 EN_AB:(…)

 EN_CL:(…)



Advanced search interface: Field codes 
(Help)



Concepts and synonyms

oil: petroleum 

oil OR petroleum

EN_TI:(oil OR petroleum) OR EN_AB:(oil OR petroleum) 
OR EN_CL:(oil OR petroleum) 



Query

 IC:("G05B 13/00") AND (EN_TI:(oil OR petroleum) OR 
EN_AB:(oil OR petroleum) OR EN_CL:(oil OR 
petroleum))



Advanced search: Query



Advanced search: Query and results



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

keywords and classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to 
applicants and inventors 

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Results



Results: Analysis



Results: Analysis



Results: Analysis



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service

Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords

classification

keywords and classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors

Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results

Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Results



Record



Record: Documents



Documents: Application, search report



Scenario

The researcher is interested in this invention and would 
like to know whether she can freely exploit this 
technology.



Record: Documents



Record: National phase



Task breakdown

Access the PATENTSCOPE search service
Retrieve patent documents based on

keywords
classification
keywords and classification

Analyze the whole set of results according to applicants 
and inventors
Examine a specific patent document and its related 
documents within the results
Keep the researcher up-to-date on new patent 
documents



Record



Advanced search: Query and results



RSS feed



Review

Interfaces

CLIR (cross-lingual)

Simple search

Field combination

Advanced search

Machine translation

Results analysis

Documents

National phase (PCT)

RSS feeds



tisc@wipo.int


